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On March 20th,
Dilli Digital Printing Demonstration

was successfully held at Dilli headquarter.

Dilli Digital Printing Demonstration was 
held on March 20th at Dilli Headquarter. 
Despite the inclement weather, many 
customers visited our event. It started 
to rain  early in the morning 
announcing the spring to come. 

In 2020, there were many restrictions 
on internal and external activities due 
to COVID-19. Nevertheless, Dilli paid 
attention to the voices of customers 
who were running our machines. 
Finally Dilli launched a new product 
‘Neo Titan Plus FB with Primer’ through 
collaboration of the sales department 
and the R&D department.

Dilli’s new Machine:
Neo Titan Plus FB
with Primer

Dilli Factory Tour 

During the factory tour conducted by 
Dilli’s vice president Mr. Lee, he 
introduced ‘Neo Picasso series’ which is 
optimized for packaging industry, ‘Neo 
Sun’ Hybrid machine and ‘Neo Galaxy’ 
water-based machine which is capable 
of printing at high speed of 120 meters 
per minute with eco-friendly water-
based ink.
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DILLI’S Customer
Support System
In addition, Mr. Lee explained Dilli’s
customer support system which is 
designed for the customers who have 
trusted and purchased Dilli’s products 
all over the world. He introduced 
survival kit for overseas customers 
who have difficulty in immediate 
after-sales service. He also introduced 
Dilli’s production system that selects 
high quality products through long-
time lamp tests.

Application Display Stand

In Dilli’s training center, there is 
application display stand which shows 
various samples printed by Dilli machines.
Visiting customers were able to see the 
utilization of various applications.
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Neo Titan Plus FB detects only the printing area
out of the entire space and automatically skips
the blank space. Therefore, the actual printing
speed becomes even faster because it prints
while skipping the empty space.

We printed on various materials such as acryl,
aluminum, brass, stainless, blackboard, PP and
LPM/HPM with prime jetting. Print quality and
fastness was perfect!

Neo Titan Plus FB is equipped with primer 
heads capable of jetting high-quality primer, 
so it is properly applied only to the printing 
area. In addition, adopting the primer made 
by Agfa, the same manufacturer of the ink, it 
provides the most stable primer jetting. The 
point that primer jetting is possible without 
decline in speed led to high satisfaction from 
visiting customers.

The protagonist of this day,
Neo Titan Plus FB with Primer!

Primer Jetting

XY Skip Printing

Many customers have applied primer to the
material in order to strengthen the adhesion
of the ink and the material. Have you had
hard time with the process? Please refer to
the strong points of Neo Titan Plus FB with
Primer!
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Meet our latest news in Social Media.

“Neo Titan Plus FB with primer, a new machine of Dilli, which considers
customer convenience first and foremost, was released after listening 
to the voices of customers and devoting our best efforts to technical 
research. For customers who need to use primers, it is an innovative 
machine that reduces the cost of primer and maximizes the operator’s 
work efficiency!”


